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Wireless on its way to SU
Matthew Allen
Journal Contributor

Wireless Internet access at Suffolk may
spread beyond the Sawyer Library and the
Law School in the near future, allowing all
Suffolk students, from Ridgeway to
NESAD, to benefit from it.
Almost a year ago. Class of2007 Senator
Max Koskofif, the chair of the housing com
mittee, began to investigate the possibility of
Suffolk going wireless. The idea came to
Koskoff after recognizing that Suffolk was
rated one of the top 25 most-connected cam
puses in the country by the Princeton
Review, of which only two Boston schools
were included. Koskoff also observed that
off-campus students have benefited from
wireless Internet in their apartments. For
Koskoff, it seemed only natural for the
University to go wireless, not only to uphold
its high-tech advantage over other schools,
but to also improve Internet access for cur
rent students.
Allan Motenko, senior and SGA presi
dent, has been assisting Koskoff in his push
for wireless Internet and said during a phone
interview that, "Wireless access is some
thing prospective students are looking for in
a school and something current students
could benefit from... It is not a matter or if
it will happen, it is a matter of when it will
happen." Motenko added that he predicts
wireless access will be available at the end
of this academic year or the beginning of the

next.
The first priority will be to get wireless
access for the common areas around the
University, such as the cafeterias, the
lounges} and lobbies. After which it will be
put into effect in the classrooms.
"Having wireless Internet access in the
classroom would no doubt cause a cultural
change for the class," said Motenko. "There
are pros and cons to this type of access.
First, students would be encouraged to bring
their laptops to class and take notes, but also
there is the possibility students would goof
off and just use the Internet all class."
Koskoff agreed that there are pros and
cons of having wireless in the classroom,
but in a phone interview added "If students
don't want to pay attention in class, they
won't with or without the Internet. Currently,
students can text message on their cell
phones during class. But for students who
want to pay attention and get their money's
worth from the class, they will take advan
tage of the Internet in a positive way."
There is also a non-academic downfall to
wireless Internet. In making the cafeterias
and lounges wireless accessible, the conges
tion ofpeople and computers in these spaces
will increase.
Currently, wireless Internet for people in
the undergraduate college is limited to the
Sawyer library.
Regular Internet access can be found in
the computer labs of Donahue, Sawyer,
Sawyer library, Ridgeway, Fenton, and the

see WIRELESS, page 2
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Life Is not so good right now for about 25,000 pumpkins that participated In the
third annual “Life Is Good Pumpkin Festival,” Saturday Oct. 22 In the Common.

As China rises in stature, so
does interest in the language
Rose Francois
Journal Staff

Photo Courtesy of Jason “Clarence" Flanders

See page two for story: Chris Knievel embraces a member of the
Suffolk audience at a drag show held In the Donahue Cafeteria on
Oct. 19.

When 1.3 billion people want
to give the world economy a run
for its money, they don't have long
to wait. Once the sliunbering giant
in the east, China, is beginning to
awaken; and the world cannot help
but take notice.
"Ni Hao," is the greeting that
Adjunct Professor Suh-Jen Yang
receives upon entering her 9 a.m.
and 1 p.m. classes. Suffolk
University's newest Mandarin lan
guage course, Chinese 101, is
taught by Yang.
Pronounced, "Knee How," this
phrase is Chinese for "hello/how
are you," one of the first Chinese
words that students have learned.
Yang's two classes reflect
Suffolk's diversity and interest in
education to broaden not only their

horizons but also expanded their
knowledge of an important power.
"It’s not only on the college level,"
said Yang about interest in
Chinese, "its [grown] in high
school and even in the elementary
level."
Professor Jay Rosellini, chair ofthe Department of Humanities and
Languages, expressed similar sen
timents in his profile on the
Suffolk webpage.
"Americans are becoming
aware of the growing significance
of China as an economic, political
and military power and traditional
Chinese culture has always fasci
nated people," Rosellini said of
the. ccourse.
Not so long ago, the idea of
studying Chinese as a language in
school seemed like an eccentric

see CHINESE, page 3
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Professor Suh-Jen Yang, who
teaches classes In Mandarin
Chinese at Suffolk.

The Suffolk Journal will not be running next week, as the editors will be attend
ing a conference in Kansas City, Mo. Look for our next issue on Nov. 9.
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Suffolk tries to live up to “most
wired” status by going wireiess
WIRLESS from page 1,
various classrooms / computer
labs at NESAD. Some students
argue that this isn't enough.
"Students could use their lap
tops and would not have to wait for
a computer in the computer lab,"
said senior Marie Janessian on the
prospect of wireless Internet.
Although Janessian said she is sat
isfied overall with the current
service she added, "It would be
nice if the [whole] school offered
what is available in the library.
Then students could check their
email whenever and keep up to
date with class cancellations and
assignments."
For Motenko, "Wireless would
be good for commuter students,
who are on campus all day, to be
able to access the Internet as they
wait in the cafeteria, and in the
lobby for their next class."
However, Ashley Shoares, a
junior studying Health and Human
Services, offered "[Wireless]
would be a benefit for students
who live on campus and [who. live]
close by because, as a commuter
student, I would not want to lug
my computer on the train with me
everyday." Ashley agreed that
wireless would be good for the
school, but is satisfied with the
current, Internet access provided
by the computer labs.
As of now, Koskoff and
Mokento have found the school's
opinion to be similar to these stu
dents. "No one has opposed [wire
less]. Everyone agrees that it
would be good for the University,
it is just a matter of how to make it
happen," said Koskoff.
So far, Koskoff and other mem
bers of SGA have been in contact
with Network Services at the
University to cover the basic tech
nicalities of bringing wireless
Internet to Suffolk. "If we are
going to do it, we are going to do it
right. SGA feels that way and so
does Network Services." Koskoff
continues on to say, "The network
is capable of supporting wireless
, access...it may run slower in areas

were there are lots of people
accessing it from one point, but it
can handle it."
The current issues in bringing
wireless to the University are secu
rity and cost.
The security of wireless net
working was tested over the sum
mer when the law school network
was infected by a virus after a stu
dent accessed the network through
the wireless connection. "The
virus infection was the result of
one computer. It was an accident
and would have infected the net
work even if the computer had
linked up through the traditional
line. It had nothing to do specifi
cally with wireless access," said
Koskoff.
As with Internet access in the
dorms, a computer seeking wire
less access will need to be regis
tered with the University, and will
have to download specific free
software before it can connect
with the network. Also, certain
usage will be limited such as file
sharing.
As for the cost, Koskoff has
estimated it would be under
$100,000 for the University to
establish wireless for the campus,
which will include classes and
common space in all the buildings
including NESAD. "The cost is
slight, but it is still a cost," said
Koskoff.
The push for wireless access is
still in an early stage. They have
the support of Dean Greenberg,
but currently Koskoff and SGA
have not partnered up with other
deans or departments to get thenhelp in pushing the university to
go wireless, is a step they will be
working on in the weeks to come.
Max said a proposal will be send
shortly for wireless access to be
considered for the 2006-2007
University budget, but as of now,
he is unsure of who will be draft
ing and issuing the proposal.
Asides from of Koskoff and
SGA, William Davis, the
Chairman of the NESAD School,
has also been advoeating the

importance of wireless for his stu
dents.
"Ninety percent of
[NESAD] students use computers
on a regular basis for their course
work," said Davis, "The computer
has become the drawing board of
the 21st century."
Over the summer, NESAD ren
ovated the fourth floor of their
building and were hoping to make
it wireless accessible, along with
the rest of their school, but
received no response from
Network Services. For NESAD,
there are two obstacles in receiv
ing wireless Internet; their dis
tance from the main campus where
the wireless would be controlled,
and the fact that a majority of their
students would be using Macs
rather than PCs, which the pro
posed wireless software would not
be compatible with.
Suffolk's not alone in its push
for wireless Internet. Recently
some of Boston's politicians have
come out in support for creating
citywide access to wireless
Internet. In May 19 of 2005, the
Museum of Science hosted the
Boston WiFi Summit in which
Mayor Menino, City Counselor
John Tobin and many tech-special
ists and those from academia dis
cuss the possibility of creating a
wireless connection for all of
Boston's residents and businesses.
Supporters of citywide wireless
Internet access argue that the serv
ice would provide low-income
areas and small businesses with
high speed technology that they
would not have previously been
able to afford according to the
Boston Wireless Advocacy Group
(WAG).
Councilor Tobin, who made a
formal proposal for wireless over a
year ago, said that he had taken on
the issue because of the requests of
his constituents.
As far as Suffolk is concerned,
Koskoff encourages students to
contact him and SGA to share
their opinions on wireless access
at Suffolk, and why they feel it is
necessary.
.

students in stitches
Chris DeFillippi
Journal Staff
It's a rare thing to see a repre
sentative of Suffolk University
Students for Peace and Justice
(Junior Molly Dean), SGA (Vice
President and Senior Emily
Rukowski) and the College
Republicans sitting in a row,
laughing and watching a show.
Surprisingly, it was the Common
Grounds Coffee House's Annual
Drag Show, put together by the
Performing Arts Office and co
. sponsored by the Rainbow
Alliance that managed to pull it
off.
Chris Knievel, a professional
drag queen, opened the show lipsynching to Kelly Clarkson's
"Since you've been gone," rubbing
her large prosthetic breasts in the
face of audience members while
dry-hiunping others.
"Now that I've horrified several
members of the school, hello
there," Knievel said.
The rest of the evening fol
lowed in a similar spirit. The per
formances included dancing, lipsynching, jokes and song parodies.
References to sodomy, fellatio and
venereal disease are just a sam
pling of what was covered.
One of the performers, who
went by the stage name Crystal
Crawford, was a Suffolk alumni
and a former employee of
NESAD, who has been perform
ing as a drag queen for the past
five years. She declined to say
when she graduated.
"If you work really hard, you
can grow up like her some day,"
said Knievel over the loudspeak
ers. "A big of man in a dress. Give
it up for Crystal Crawford!"
Crawford went into the audi
ence and danced to Dianna Ross's
"You can't hurry love," inviting
students to dance with her.
Students would stand up and
dance with her for a bit, before she
would give them a disapproving
look and push them down back
into their seats.
The event took place in the
Donahue Cafe on Oct. 19. The
cafeteria was decked out with
couches, a runway for the per
formers to walk down, and little
lamps on coffee tables. Towards
the back, the food court was con
verted into a mini-bar, where
mocktails (non-alcoholic cock

tails) were served with decorative
umbrellas.
"Where are our gay students,"
asked Knievel, after which few
students raised their hands. "Don't
worry, you won't get beat up...
Now where're the lesbians xmtil
graduation?"
The second performer of the
evening, a tall man with the build
of a linebacker, dressed in a feath
ery pink gown with sequins, went
by the stage name "Misery."
Lip-synehing
Whitney
Houston's "So Emotional" she
leaned in and crooned in the ear of
Junior Molly Dean. Her dancing
grew increasingly faster. Some
students stood up and applauded
when she did a split.
She danced in the aisles, and at
one point, put her dress over a stu
dent's head.
"You know, you look under
here and you may find a little
treat," Misery said after the per
formance. "Maybe a whole
Snickers bar - king size."
Judging by the audience's
uproarious laughter, the song par
odies Knievel lip-synched, pro
duced by the New York recording
artist Lady Bunny, were one of the
most popular parts of the evening.
Whitney Houston's "It's not
right but it's okay" was modified
to "You're a dyke; bitch you're
gay." Christina Aguilera's "Genie
in a Bottle" was changed to
"Gerbil in my bottom," referenc
ing the urban legend about the
rodents employed in a perverse
homosexual sex act. Elton John's
"Don't let the sun go down on me,"
was predictably changed.
"Don't let your son go down on
me," Knievel lip-synched, to
uproarious laughter from the audi
ence. "Because I'm recovering
from venereal disease."
The attendance for the event
was record setting. Even though
the event was scheduled to begin
at 7 p.m., several dozen students
were crowded outside of the cafe
terias closed doors up to a half
hour beforehand. Although stu
dents began leaving about two
thirds of the way into the show,
possibly to study for midterms, the
Cafe was still pretty full through
out.
"It just seems like a good way
to break the tension [of mid
terms]," Crawford said of the drag
show.

Want to gain firsthand experience in
photography or news, entertainment and
sports writing? Interested in not having
to walk too far to do it?
Then write for The Suffolk Journal

Photo Courtesy of Jason “Clarence" Flanders

Senior Rachel Colt and Senior Brendan O’Halloran pose with Cheyenne, one of the performers at
Common Grounds Coffee House’s Annual Drag Show.

For more information, e-mail us at
Suffolkjournal@hotmail.com, or stop by
Donahue 428 on Thursdays at 1p.m.
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SUHA celebrates hispanic culture & 15th anniversary
William Arsenault
Journal Staff
Suffolk
University's
Hispanic
Association, SUHA, held their third annual
Nuestra Cultura, on Oct. 20. Spanish for
Cultural Night, Nuestra Cultura, was divid
ed into two sections.
Unlike previous Nuestra Cultura events
this year’s festivities were held at C.Walsh
Theater. The first portion of the night high
lighted groups of all ages performing
dances and acts that reflected Hispanic cul
ture. Touching upon the importance of cul
ture and identity was a speech by Clarissa
Monina, who emphasized just how impor
tant it is not to forget "who we are and where
we come from."
The second part of the evening included
a reception in the Donahue Cafe complete
with a mariachi band and dancing late into
the night. A large marble cake was present
ed after food was served. Written on it were
the words, "SUHA, Happy 15th anniver
sary."
This year's Nuestra Cultura was not only
a dedication to SUHA, but specifically to
Wilma Arguinzoni.
Former Assistant Director of Diversity
Services, Arguinzoni had lived in New York
in the late 80's and came to Suffolk as a stu
dent in 1989 because, "The catalogue talked

so highly of its Hispanic association."
When Arguinzoni arrived, she realized
that the Suffolk Hispanic association wasn't
a recognized student organization.
Arguinzoni changed all that. She spoke to
the Student Government Association and
made SUHA a certified student organiza
tion, and became its first president.
As far as staffing, she pointed directly at
the current members and said, "You'll be my
e-board."
To her surprise, Arguinzoni was treated
with an award for all of her time and effort
for SUHA. "It was so meaningful for me
because it meant I made an impact on their
lives," said Arguinzoni, "I felt I did what I
set out to do."
Arguinzoni not only made SUHA a rec
ognized student association, but established
funding as well. During some of her time at
Diversity Services, she provided SUHA
with some funding for its events.
In many Hispanic cultures when a girl
turns 15, a Quinceanera is held for her. A
Quinceanera is a ritual that involves an
extravagant party complete with traditional
food and dances, for the whole family.- The
dance ceremonies have certain regulations.
The birthday girl herself must have fourteen
aids; of which she must be the oldest. Also
she wears a white dress, complete with a
tiara. The final dance is one between her and
her father. A Quinceanera is vital in any

girl's life, as she is considered close to
becoming a woman.
During the show, SUHA held a
Quinceanera-style fashion show that was
organized by Jessica Mcclintock in celebra

tion of their 15th anniversary as a student
organization.
SUHA celebrated not only Hispanic cul
ture, but also its own place in the Suffolk
community.

Rose Francois -Journal Staff

Senior Emily Torres and Wilma Arguinzoni, who hosted the event, cut the cake
that marked the 15th anniversary of SUHA.

New Mandarin courses
challenge students

Chris DeFillippi

WIRLESS from page 1

Journal Staff

thought that it would be a worth
pursuit. Those days are in the past. while endeavor for students, espe
Now, more than ever, there is an cially a business student to study
increase in Chinese courses across Chinese, Associate Professor of
the country.
Finance
Lin
Guo
stated,
"It's the most popular new lan "Sure.. .especially given the rising
guage in universities," said importance of the Chinese econo
Rosellini. He explained that, my."
though Chinese is not a new lan^
Guo, a member of the Chinese
guage per se, it is gaining popular Finance Association, as well as the
ity and importance.
American Finance Association,
Rosellini went
believes that
oh to state that if,
anyone who
in the future,
“Its not only on the
would want to
there is enough
college level,” said
do business in
interest, then the
professor Suh-Jen
China would
current Chinese
Yang about interest in have a clear
program would
Chinese. “It’s [grown] advantage if
expand. "In the
in high school and
they
could
spring, actually,
even on the elemen
effectively
we are dividing
tary level.
communieate
[the course]," he
with such a
said. The division ===== '■■■
large popula
would be for heritage and non-her tion.
itage speakers; those who have
A survey performed in the
been exposed to the language pre Chinese 101 classes found that
viously and those who are new to half of the students were from the
it.
business school with the other half
The Elementary Chinese being from the College ofArts and
course is also gaining feedback Sciences. Students from SSOM
from faculty and students alike, it are less than half of the total
seems. "A lot of faculty members undergraduate population.
are very excited about the fact that
The fledgling Chinese class
we're doing this," said Rosellini.
this semester is just the beginning
For several students in the of several programs that will focus
Sawyer School of Management on more than the business aspect
(SSOM), learning Chinese can of the language.
seem to be a wise decision. "It's
"Business would be one aspect
[going to] help if you want to do of [Chinese 101]," said Rosellini,
business overseas," said Joseph "But only one aspect of it." He
Cheng, a student from professor explained that there could be more
Yang's class.
Asian studies related courses and
Though he himself is not a possibly a full-time Chinese pro
business major, he did have an fessor be in the near future.
important reason for studying
With a new language option on
Mandarin. "I can talk to my par the curriculum, Suffolk students
ents better," he said.
can broaden their horizons even
When asked whether she more.

"There's an old lady walking
around, there's a camera watching
you and a blinking clock that's like
slapping you in the crotch as you
take it," said Senior George Scala,
after recently taking the Graduate
Record Exam (GRE). Beginning
in October 2006, an additional one
and a half hours will be added to
this experience.
The
Educational Testing
Service [ETS] will be affecting a
series of changes on the GRE, one
of them being that the total length
of the test will be four hours long.
The current test is taken on a com
puter and is adaptive, meaning that
the difficulty of the questions
changes based on whether or not
the test-taker answers the ques
tions correctly. The new test will
be linear, meaning that answering
questions correctly or incorrectly
will not affect the questions that
follow. The test's length was
increased so that, no matter what
the test-takers write, there will be a
comparable number of difficult,
medium and easy questions.
Kaplan, a company that teaches
courses in standardized test prepa
ration, will begin teaching students
the new GRE when it gets closer to
its release date. Kaplan's Vice
President of Graduate Programs,
Ben Baron, said that a major rea
son for the increased length of the
test was due to security.
"In order for ETS [Educational
Testing Service] to produce [the
old test] test, they needed an enor
mous pool of questions, or stu
dents will memorize them and
post them online. So the benefit of
the adaptive test is everyone gets a
shorter test...What has happeqed
over the last few years, particular

New GRE one and a half hours longer
ly in Asia is that, students go to
take the test, post [the questions]
on the web, and [other students in
other time zones] then take them.
So they already get to see the ques
tions they're going to take."
Security is not the only reason
that the test has been changed.
"They're trying to accomplish
two things [with the new test],"
Baron said. "One is security, the
other is to produce a better test: to
produce a better determination of
graduate performance."
Other new aspects to the test
will include changes similar to
changes in the SAT that went into
effect this year. For one thing, the
test will no longer have the analo
gies sections, and in general, the
foeus will be more on comprehen

sion of information and communi
cation of information rather than
vocabulary. Other changes will
reflect this general goal.
"Another will be sentence
equivalence: what's the best para
phrase of a statement," Baron said.,
"There will also be fewer geome
try questions. They'll be replaced
with more data interpretation
questions. They'll have to analyze
a chart, a graph or a table."
Representatives of Kaplan
came to Suffolk on Oct. 26 to
administer samples of the old
GRE as well as the LSAT, in
rooms Donahue 128 and 403
respectively. Test preparation for
the new GRE will not be offered
until 2006.

“WE ARE HERE TO HELP YOU’

STARS MEETING
student Team Advising Retention ServIcaSi

ALL OUR WELCOME TO THE MEETING

Date: October 27,
Time:
Venue:

2005

1:00pm
Fenton Building,

Room-337

DON’T MISS THE EVENT!!!

OFFICE OF RETENTION
SERVICES

For any questions, please contact Judy
Benson, Director ® 617-573-S71S or emai1 : sa1(?admin. su-F-Folk. edu

i...
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Opinion
Letter from the editor
As you may have noticed, an editorial that ran in last week's
Journal created something of a stir. Paul Adam's "GLBT: from
tolerance to advertising" generated quite a few responses and, due
to space constraints, we'll only be running three.
First of all, it was my decision to run the piece and my decision
alone. I've been the one laying out the opinion section this year.
I regret running the piece, but not for the ideas it contained. I
. regret not editing it more thoroughly. I could have removed need
lessly volatile language (e.g. "conniving agenda") but, in particu
lar, I should have edited a passage that invokes "the majority of
us."
Neither I, nor most of the Suffolk students I know, believe that
a majority of students agree with Adams. Maybe a large percent
age of them do, but not a majority.
My second regret is running the piece by itself We ran a piece
the week prior that argued that GLBT individuals are unfairly per
secuted and that Suffolk has gone a long way in making them feel
welcomed (William Arsenault's "Bastion of Tolerance"). Maybe if
a piece like Arsenault's ran alongside Adams', then the commen
tary would not have yielded such an explosive reaction. For par
ticularly volatile social issues, The Suffolk Journal will, from now
on, try to arrange opinion pieces in a point-counterpoint manner.
In the end, though, I return to not regretting running the piece
for its stance. A friend pointed out that a piece like Adams' would
never run in The Boston Globe, and I agree, it wouldn't. But we're
not The Boston Globe. We don't have professionals writing for us,
we have students who may often lack eloquence but still have a
right to share their thoughts and opinions with a larger audience.
We are also unlike the Globe because, as an independently run
news publication for Suffolk, we're the only game in town. The
Globe has The Boston Herald, but there's no Suffolk Times that
will run opinions we don't.
Some students have called "from tolerance to advertising"
nothing more than hate speech. Although it may come very close
to it, I believed the piece walked right up to the line, but not over
it. A lot of people, coworkers and readers alike, disagree with me
on this. But, in the end, he didn't say that all gays, from the closet
cases to the flamboyant, are a threat to children. He didn't say that
God himself deems their existence a blight. He did not incite any
one to violence. He just said that young children shouldn't be
exposed to GLBT issues. It's hardly tolerant but, compared to talk
radio, the piece is fairly "up with people." But, I digress.
Since opinions are very personal, I try to only edit for gram
mar, syntax, spelling, clarity and factual accuracy. As I adiiiitted,
I missed the "majority of us" statement. But, I promise to keep a
closer eye on factual errors in the opinion section in the .future.
While the articles that run in this section do not represent the
views of the editorial staff, we hope to continue printing a variety
of articles and viewpoints. Thanks for understanding, and thanks
for reading.
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Plague Ground, by Chris DeFillippi
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Letters to the Editor
Even hate speech is free speech
Last week the Suffolk Journal's opinion page dis
played Paul Adams' thoughts in "GLBT: from toler
ance to advertising." In it, Paul states that he is "con
vinced the GLBT's agenda of normalization is con
cealed behind the non-stop barrage of its advertising
we see on campus."
As the president of Rainbow Alliance, the GLBT
student organization on campus, I had some thoughts
after reading his piece. My first thoughts might come
as a surprise to both Paul and some other members of
the Suffolk community. They echo Voltaire's words: '
"I disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the
death your right to say it."
We should be grateful that we live in a country
where the government recognizes many of the peo
ple's unalienable rights. We have freedoms of speech,
of religion, and of the press. We are allowed to pur
sue happiness in our lives as we see fit. We are theo
retically allowed to do this regardless of our sex,
regardless of the color of our skin, regardless of our
religion.
It is offensive that anyone wants to restrict freedom'
of expression, whether the censorship manifests itself
as suppression of a newspaper article or advertise
ments in a campus setting. If it is acceptable to cen
sor one group of people who you disagree with, noth
ing keeps you from censoring all groups you disagree
with.
Is diversity valuable? Why or why not? These are
important questions, which most people in this coun
try probably can't answer. There needs to be a dia
logue on the issue in this country and on this campus.
I would like to encourage Paul Adams to work pro
ductively and give a rationale for why he does not feel
that there is value to diversity rather than throwing out

crass stereotypes. I will gladly work with him as well
as any other people who have thoughts on the matter
in creating a forum for students on campus to discuss
this question. Questions of this nature deserve intelhgent debate and discourse.
Let me put forward a simple answer to the ques
tion. Diversity is valuable because in a completely
homogenous populace there'is a lack of creativity and
flexibility necessary to face a complex world. In a
diverse society, where people are free to express
themselves and free to work towards full self-actual
ization, all of the society benefits from the work that
comes from members they are themselves different
from. In the same way that everyone being a plumber
wouldn't advantage society, we wouldn't be advan
taged by everyone having the same ideology. By
embracing diversity in color of skin, religion, gender,
ideology and yes, sexual orientation we enhance our
society.
Suffolk University wisely recognizes this princi
ple. Whatever your nationality, you are welcome to
attend this University. Whatever the color of your skin
you are welcome to learn and participate. Whatever
your ideology you are welcome to speak through the
newspaper and the bulletin boards on campus. You
are free to express yourself. You are free to pursue
your vision of happiness. You are free to live in liber
tyI will close with a quote from Thomas Jefferson: "I
would rather be exposed to the inconveniences attend
ing too much liberty than to those attending too small
a degree of it."
,
-John D'Agosta
President of The Rainbow Alliance
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Opinion
Michael Conte

Letters to the Editor Continued

Shame on you, not on GLBT
I am writing in response to Paul Adam's column
last week entitled 'GLBT: from tolerance to advertis
ing'. While I acknowledge his right to his opinion and
his right to create that column, it is apparent that he
does not acknowledge the rights of gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgender students on this campus.
October is GLBT History Month - a time to rec
ognize the struggles, achievements and history of the
GLBT movement. Suffolk celebrates its diversity and
includes sexual orientation in its statement of nondis
crimination. Suffolk further celebrates the diversity of
its faculty, staff and administration by offering
Domestic Partnership benefits. When President
Sargent speaks on the topic of diversity, he always
includes sexual orientation and gender orientation.
The posters you mention celebrate one part of the
diversity that is Suffolk University.
If you do not identify as GLBT or if you have no
interested in GLBT history, awareness or pop culture,
you have the right to choose not to attend programs.
You have the right not to take courses around Human
Sexuality or Gay & Lesbian Studies. You have the
right to move through your college career trying to

avoid contact with GLBT students, faculty and staff.
However - GLBT students, faculty and staff have
rights as well.
GLBT students have the right to attend Suffolk and
feel welcomed and included in all aspects of campus
life. They have the right to an education free from
hate, prejudice and discrimination. They have the
right to learn about GLBT history, awareness and pop
culture. They have the right to take classes that help
them better understand sexuality and gender identity.
They have the right to bring same-sex partners to uni
versity events. They have the right to expect that thencampus is one that is safe for all students.
GLBT students have the same rights at Suffolk
University that you have.
Shame on you, indeed. Shame on you for perpet
uating a culture of hate. Shame on you for trying to
make GLBT people feel that they are somehow less
than other people.
- Curtis W. Hoover
Rainbow Alliance
Faculfy/Saff Advisor

Tolerance: IMI help put up the posters
I am writing in response to an article written by
Paul Adams, printed in the October 19, 2005 edition
of the Suffolk Journal.
Like Mr. Adams, I am a straight male student at
Suffolk University, and I would like to thank him,
because I’ve never been more proud to attend Suffolk
than I was the moment I finished reading his article.
Suffolk, thank you for not settling for mere toler
ance, but instead striving for acceptance. Thank you
for proudly posting signs and flyers from all groups,
whether gay or straight, black or white. Most impor
tantly, thank you for posting them all together.
Mr. Adams, you may not like seeing GLBT flyers
while you walk through our main lobbies, but I assure
you that the GLBT students walking through the
lobby doors next to you certainly do.
Believe it or not, the university that you chose to
attend is just as diverse as these clusters of signs that
cause you such embarrassment and "shame". This
university hangs GLBT flyers side by side with book
store flyers and sports team flyers, because whether or
not you choose to accept it, GLBT students go to the
book store, and they play on our sports teams too.
I am proud that my university hangs GLBT signs
in our lobbies, next to our snack machines, and in

locked glass cases, because whether you recognize
them or not, GLBT students roam the lobbies, use the
snack machines, and are interested ift what is inside
those locked glass cases, just like you and me.
Thank you Suffolk University, for doing your part
to ensure that my generation will not quietly shake
their heads and hide their children when exposed to
homosexuality. Thank you for showing both students
and parents that whether they are comfortable with it
or not, Suffolk University embraces diversity.
Thank you for working to teach me and countless
others that, just like the flyers, it is perfectly accept
able for all students, gay or straight, to hang out side
by side in our lobbies, around our snack machines,
and even next to those locked glass cases. Although
much progress has been made, it is evident through
the words of Mr. Adams that there is still a long way
to go before we rid our society of ignorant intoler
ance, and I take pride in knowing that I attend a uni
versity that is playing an active role in this progres
sion toward acceptance and equality.
By the way, if anyone ever needs help hanging any
flyers, please let me know. I'd be glad to help.
-Ian Hunter

Blown opportunities
Can
you
believe this? A
movie titled
"Kids
in
America" is
coming
out
soon. I bet it
will be typical
teen
movie
fare, but that's not what’s is get
ting me angry. The thing that
ticks me off is that I've been
writing a touching, coming-ofage 80's teen movie with the
same title.
I have pages of notes on it,
ranging from plot ideas to char
acter profiles. That song "Kids
in America" would have been
the theme song too. It would
have starred me, Keira
Knightly, Ashley Simpson and
Lindsay Lohan. Dane Cook
was going to play my cool
older brother and that kid from
"Girl Next Door" was going to
be my best friend.
Instead, we get what will
probably be a piece of junk
starring, of all people, Nicole
Ritchie. What a blown opportu
nity. Nothing makes me mad
der than blown opportunities
and missed chances.
Let's take the radio station
WBCN for instance. This insti
tution is full of blown oppurtunites. First off, stop playing U2.
Despite what past Suffolk
Journal editors might think,
they are not Gods. They're not
even that good.
Every time an idiot DJ from
WBCN plays another tired U2
song, they're blowing a golden
opportunity to play some great
local stuff that only scenesters
with bad haircuts get to listen
too. While I'm on a WBCN
rant, stop playing nu-metal. 12year olds and mallcore kids
don't have cars anyway, so
they're probably not listening to
you guys.
Or what about George Bush
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trying to appoint Harriet Miers
to the Supreme Court? I think
even the most diehard Bush
supporter has to see this as a
blown opportunity. I mean,
come on! My three years in
Mock trial in high school give
me more judicial experience
than she has. At least the choice
of Roberts made sense, no one
could argue that he was an
accomplished lawyer and he
had even argued in front of the
Supreme Court. But Harriet
Miers? What the Hell?
We see people blowing
opportunities every day. Let's
t^e Paul Adams, for instance.
He goes to one of the most
diverse universities in the area
and, somehow, all he can take
from it is that the Rainbow
Alliance has some sort of hid
den agenda.
He suggests that anything
that might be vaguely offensive
or stray from the normal (I use
that term loosely; "normal" is a
setting on a dryer) should be
ripped down and burned.
He isn't the only one who
has missed opportunities here
at Suffolk, though. How many
people do you know get drunk
at the dorms every chance they
get, completely skipping any
and all Suffolk Events and
ignore all of the great clubs we
have here? I bet more than a
few. I'm not too concerned with
getting them mad, however. I'm
betting that none of them read
this paper.
I'm not saying everyone has
to be a Suffolk super star and
do everything and anything
that Suffolk has to offer, but
going to an event here and
there could be beneficial.
Hanging out on the fourth floor
of Donahue has its high points.
Going to a club meeting every
once and a while might be fun.
You'll never know imtil you try.
Don't blow this opportunity.

The Suffolk Journal

See the Palestinians
yourself, then judge
What is it in human nature that
allows one to be complicit in what
are crimes against humanity? We
often hear the now cliche rhetoric,
"never again," as if such atrocious
behavior has ever ended. Even in
the. same year in which the United
Nation's Universal Declaration of
Human Rights =

r

unemployment, lack of basic
human freedoms, ghastly poverty
and outright mortal danger
Palestinians must endure perpetu
ally as they live xmder the guise of
a hostile Israeli occupation. She
spoke of her desire to travel with
out restriction into historic
P c 1 ^ g t; rw»
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this
same
.
international
political body approved of the cre
ation of a nation state that has led
to the expulsion of Palestinian
Arabs from their traditional lands
by Jewish Europeans.
Last week, the Suffolk
Students for Palestine brought to
our campus Manar E, a
Palestinian student who had
grown-up in one of the many
poverty-stricken refugee camps in
the West Bank of Palestine. Her
family had been displaced since
1948 from their traditional home
land in greater Palestine. This was
one of the most emotionally trou
bling, yet mentally rewarding
experiences I have had. Though I
am very much familiar with the
conflict in Palestine and the on
going Zionist campaign of ethnic
cleansing happening there, I was
evermore . distraught by hearing
directly from a victim of this trav
esty. I only wish critics of Students
for Palestine would have attended
this event so as to help rectify
some of their misconceptions
about this continuing horror,
instead of them proudly demon
strating their ignorance and.
immoral stance about this conflict.
Manar spoke about the rampant

village in
""
■
"which her
ancestors had lived. She spoke
about the need for Israel to end
their construction of the Apartheid
Wall, splitting apart forever
Palestinians from their state, vil
lage,
lands and families.
Ultimately, she said that in order to
achieve a lasting peace, the overall
plight of the Palestinian people
must be addressed.
This on-going crime against
humanity can no longer be
ignored, or what's worse, justified
through misconceptions, stereo
types, and outright racism and
hatred. Freedom and peace for
Palestinians is accomplished
through the end of uncompromis
ing support for Israel. This basic
understanding of the Palestinian
struggles for freedSth from Israeli
oppression is prerequisite for
achieving any sense of meaning
ful, measurable peace there. And
this is a much overdue step in
order to realize those lofty ideals
insinuated in cliches like "never
again." What's more, given the
US's special relationship with
Israel, as long as we, US citizens
don't take action to end this tyran
ny, we are all complicit in this
human travesty.

Mother nature spanks
It's the year 2005 and many of and viruses begin to grow. These
us are becoming increasingly microorganisms form in an effort
aware that Mother
to cleanup after
Nature is about to----you; to subsist off
unleash a very Jack Hamm your dirty nature.
painful spanking.
It's clear to me that
on our species. It's
H5N1
is
just
come in the form of hurricanes, nature’s way of removing some
tornadoes, floods and most recent thing that’s overrunning the planet.
ly the bird flu. As we speak, cases
Unfortunately the overrunning
of the bird flu are popping up all organism is us. I’m not proposing
over the planet - sending scientists, voluntary self-extinction and I am
politicians and laypeople into a not saying that the impending pan
panic about the approaching pan demic is a good thing.
demic.
What I'm saying is that if we, as
I think I know the answer - the guests on the planet Earth, don't
overwhelming decision of the clean up our act we are jn for some
human species to behave like a dire consequences. We have done
virus attacking its host. You heard an eons worth of damage to the
me; I’m blaming humankind for environment in a very short period
avian influenza H5N1.
of time; the enormously complex
We are all college students (or systems of Earth know this and
were at some point) here at will work to mitigate and elimi
Suffolk and I know most of you nate us if need be. All of us are
have at some point left that plate of guilty of not doing our part to keep
food or old pizza boxes sitting out our home clean.
a little too long. Do you recall
We have all left our own mess
what happened? Was it a putrid in the house. All of us now need to
smelling mold? When you don't pick up our dirty plate and give it
keep the environment in which a good scrubbing. If we don't.
you live clean, bad things happen. Mother Nature will, and I don't
Take a little larger view of the know about you, but my mom was
dirty plate; what happens if your never in a good mood when she
city, or state, or country is like a was cleaning up after me. m mmm
dirty plate? Molds and bacteria mmmmmm mmmm mm
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Speak up about speaking right
Recently, the issue of removing
Rhetorical
Communications,
among other classes, from the core
curriculum has been raised. This
may be done in order to implement
the plan for the College ofArts and
Sciences to switch to a four-credit
system. This is particularly dis
tressing considering the value
placed on communication skills in
a world full of interaction.
Taking at least one public
speaking class has long been a
requirement in order to gain a
bachelor's degree in many univer
sities across the United States,
including Suffolk. If rhetorical
communications is no longer a
part of the core curriculum, then
students in such areas of interest as
journalism and business may not
be properly prepared with the
skills they need for interviews and
networking.
In a school where 46% of stu
dents have a business/marketing
major, a high value should be
placed on networking skills; this
can be aided by sophisticated and
controlled speech. Enhancing
one's ability to speak well in front
of an audience has other benefits.
One will find that one stutters and
mumbles less in private conversa

tions as well.
Despite the possible downfall
of Rhetorical Communications at
Suffolk, at least one new organiza
tion has begun to place importance
on the act of public speaking. The
group in question, the Suffolk
University Toastmasters, began
last year during a trial run that had

Daniel
Johnson
only a few members, but has since
begun to grow.
Cedric Cooper, who worked
both last year and this year with
Toastmasters, stated that with pub
lic speaking "you learn through
this process how to make original
contributions [to a discussion]."
Being able to express original
ideas is of major importance when
looking for a job. Employers fre
quently look not only for the hard
est workers for their companies
but also for unique individuals that
can express new and insightful
ideas. This is a characteristic that
can be developed in Rhetorical
Communications and through

Toastmasters.
Because the group is relatively
new in the Suffolk community.
Toastmasters is hoping to gain
enough members so
that
Toastmasters International can
officially charter them. In order to
earn a charter, a chapter of the
group must have 20 active mem
bers participating in the meetings
held by the group.
More important then gaining a
charter, Lisa Crossman, who has
ran Toastmasters since the club's
inception last year, stated why new
members should join. She said,
"It's a comfortable environment so
I think people will be better able to
develop in an environment where
they feel safe as opposed to an
environment where they can be
embarrassed in, like a class."
Though
Rhetorical
Communications is still being
taught at Suffolk, whether or not
the class remains a part of the core
curriculum is in doubt. Speech is
important, so consider taking
Rhetorical Communications or
giving the Toastmasters a shot.
The Toastmasters meet from 1
2:15 p.m. every Tuesday in Sawyer
1021. Rhetorical Communications
will be offered in the Spring.
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It’s doom and gloom for videogame turned film
John “Kron” Williams
Journal Staff

The movie "Doom" puts the audience
with a team of Marines, led by Sarge (The
Rock), as they perform a search and rescue
mission on a research facility located on
Mars.
Earth dispatches the marines after they
receive a distress call from the facility, as it
is under attack by an unknown species of
mutants, to investigate and rescue data and
any survivors. After the realization that there
are no survivors, their mission becomes sur
viving and escaping the infested quarantine.
The movie simply does not know what it
wants to be. The incredibly slow-paced (and
boring) beginning of the movie feels as
though it is a suspense/horror flick. Halfway
through, however, it turns into a fast-paced
action sci-fi movie trading in its atmosphere
for gunfire.
The characters are forgettable. It is
impossible to care about who Uves and who
dies.
All of the characters, with the exception
of Sarge and Reaper (Karl Urban), are very
one-dimensional and void of any interesting
development throughout the movie.
The film's most aggravating flaw, howev
er, is near the end of the movie when sud
denly the film goes "first-person" for about

m
%
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The Rock and Karl Urban are the only saving graces to cheesy flick “Doom.”
five to ten minutes.
It is an interesting concept, but it just
does not work and it completely took the
audience out of the story. It felt too con

trived and too forced, trying it's hardest to
relate to the videogame.
This is by no means a bad movie; the

film does have a few good points.
First, some really good one-liners such
as, "No! His condition is not irreversible
because his condition is that! He's dead!"
serve as a good break in the tension and
once you get past the frustrating characters
you can really enjoy the comedy behind
them.
Second, the effects are awesome. This is
not a poorly done movie by any stretch of
the imagination.
The special effects make one really feel
as though this could actually be the future.
There were a few cliche sci-fi moments, but
nothing suspension of disbelief won't take
care of.
The best part of the movie, and why it
succeeds where so many other videogame
movies failed, is that it takes the videogame
and makes it its own creation.
With the exception of the "first-person"
part of the film, it doesn't stay too literal to
the game. It doesn't have to; they are two
completely different mediums for telling the
story.
Though it succeeds where movies like
“Double Dragon” and “Super Mario Bros.”
failed, all in all, it's a mediocre action flick
that might be more suited for renting than
going to a theater for. While there are posi
tive aspects, the flaws may simply leave
people wanting to hit the reset button.

Introducing orchestral-indie-folk rock
The Young Republic bring their Tennessee roots to Boston music scene
Diana Rossi
Journal Staff

A lot can happen in a year. Just ask
"Boston's finest Orchestral-Indie-Folk-Rock
Band," The Young Republic. Comprised of
nine members and at least 11 major instru
ments, the polyphony ingenues have come a
long way from their humble beginnings, per
forming their first show in the Berklee
College of Music Cafe in the fall of 2004.
Since then, they have played close to 20
more shows, including a 2005 summer
national tour and show absolutely no signs
of slowing down.
The members: Julian Saporiti, Kristin
Weber, Jon Lee, Bob Merkl, Chris Miller,
Katherine Neis, Matt Smith, M.J. Kim, and
Nate Underkuffler, are all students at
Berklee College of Music and play every
thing from guitar to violin to drums to viola
and practically everything in between. Their
backgrounds, as diverse as their instru
ments, filter into each and every song, creat
ing something, well, indefinable.
The Young Republie has put out two EPs,
Always Together/The Painter and Your
Heart Belongs in Tennessee, and has a
longer, eight song offering slated for
November release titled Modem Plays.
Part ofThe Yoimg Republic's iimovation
is undoubtedly inspired by some of their
influences. Singer/guitarist Julian Saporiti
offers a metho4 to their structured madness,
saying, "I was really into Belle and
Sebastian and they had really lush sounding
records, and I was really into Pet Sounds

[Beach Boys] - just really lush records. So, I
thought it couldn't hurt... I didn't have a big
plan on how it was going to soimd. I
thought it might sound something like the
Beach Boys. It doesn't."
Though The Young Republic may not
sound like the Beach Boys, that's a good
thing. Listening to their music, both on
record and at their show-stopping live per
formances, is such an indescribable and
unique experience. They are incomparable.
They took a break from spoiling Boston
and brought their sound to the masses in
August of 2005 on a three-week national
tour, reaching from Maine all the way to
California and back again. Going on tour
brought the band to new heights, both per
sonally and musically. Flutist Katherine
Neis, the youngest of the nine, says the tour
"definitely brought us a lot closer. I learned
a lot of things about my band."
Musically, the band became a lot tighter,
as displayed in their recent live shows at T.T.
the Bear's in Cambridge and Harper's Ferry
inAllston. In those three hot summer weeks
on tour, Saporiti says he learned more musi
cally than he probably ever will in four years
at Berklee.
Though it is no easy feat to create such an
amazingly original sound. The Young
Republic make it look effortless and has the
modesty to back it up.
Though lyrically as well as musically
rich, lyricist Saporiti remains modest while
penning remarkably relatable, yet intricately
complex love songs.
"As far as I'm concerned, the music is

)
myspace.com/theyoungrepublic

The Young Republic’s nine-piece ensemble out of Berklee Is taking the music scene
by storm.
what's more important when people hear
us," says Saporiti. "I don't know what kind
of lyrics I write... I think most songwriters
just write. Half the time it'll mean a lot to
you and half the time it's just whatever
sounds good or whatever comes out... We
haven't developed enough of a fan base for

people to talk to me about how they care
about certain songs or if on some songs the
lyrics mean more to them... Which is fine, I
mean, because we are a band, so it's more
about the music than the lyrics."
But if insanely good lyrics are what

see REPUBLIC, page 9
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Obscenity is aii the rage
Comedian Penn Jillette brings moviegoers the oidest joke in the
book with “The Aristocrats"
Mike Petrarca
Journal Contributor
Bestiality, incest, dildos, lube..
. it's a family affair.
"The Aristocrats," a hilarious
documentary by Paul Provenza
and Perm Jillette explores a 70
year-old joke told by various
comedians since the days of
Vaudeville.
The format of the documentary
is based on intervietvs of different
comedians who discuss the joke,
but tell it with their own personal
twists and artistic interpretations.
Some of the vicars of vulgarity
include George Carlin, Chris
Rock, John Stewart, Whoopi
Goldberg, Robin Williams, Lewis
Black and an extremely colorful
version from the "Deacon of
Dirty" Bob Saget (yes, formerly of

the wholesome show "Full job done by the directors was the
carefree way in which they pro
House.")
As you may have imagined, this ceeded in discussing the joke and
movie is not for the faint of heart. potential ways to make it even
However, it does give fascinating more vulgar.
insight into the history and pro
It was conducted with the same
gression of comedy and comedic proper eloquence one would take
improvisation.
in deciding what type of wedding
What makes it even better is invitations to send.
that it not only shows old veterans
Without ruining the joke, suf
lighting up the screen (Eric Idle), fice it to say that if urine, feces,
but also features many of the most incest, blood, and bestiality are
promising comedians of the new your thing (or if you have ever had
generation like Hank Azaria. sexual fantasies about your family)
Although cameos and the comedi then "The Aristocrats" is the movie
ans discussing and performing the for you!
On the flip side, if the above
joke drive the film, the directors
topics or sheer thought of them
did a great job as well.
They not only compiled a disturb you and you almost faint if
diverse group of great comedians, someone blows wind at the dinner
but ones that were familiar with- table without saying excuse me,
the history of the joke and could then stay far away from this movie.
discuss it at length. Another great
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Over 100 comedians lend their renditions of the Infamous
Aristocrats Joke In the new documentary by Penn Jillette and Paul
Provenza. .

if you are a writer, yau could be published by now! Write fur arts and enter-;
tainment. Otherwise the Boston Phoonix and Boston Elobo won't hire you.
suffDikjDurnalihotmail.com
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Department ofAthletics

MEMORANDUM
TO:

i
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The SuLfolk University Community
lA

i James E. Nelson, Director of Athletics

RE:

City of Boston Fields

DATE:

October 20,2005

Suffolk University has welcomed over the years the benefits of use of the City of Boston
Parks and Recreation Fields for our students, student athletes and others directly affiliated with
our University.
Our location on historic Beacon Hill and in an ever-enlarging circle around the
Massachusetts State House affords to us extraordinary benefits of an urban campus with an
exception of green space of our ownership. Thus, we have come to value the generosity and
good will of fire City of Boston Parks and Recreation in permitting venues to Suffolk University.
Recently, during those 8 days of downpour in mid-October, an unpermitted group (not
identified as Suffolk University students or any other college or university) chose to play flag
football contests on the Boston Common Little League Diamond. The ensuing damage to the
natural turf regrettably was extensive and will be expensive to restore to its intended playing
condition.
Should any group or individual desire to utilize City of Boston Fields for a sanctioned
event, please contact the Parks and Recreation Department at (671) 635-4505 to secure the
proper permit. Please be sensitive when utilizing fields and recreation areas as to weather and
field conditions in order to preserve these resources for use in the fiiture.

President David Sargent invites iqou to meet vritL bim to ask questions, express
concern^suggest ideas, and tell Lim bowqou feel ahoui

Suffolk.

Please take advantage oE this opportunity to meet and speak witL tbe President.
No appointment necessary.

HE WANTS TO HEAR FROM YOU!)
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Young talent
REPUBLIC from page 7
you're after, don't let the writer
fool you- The Young Republic has
plenty of that to offer, as well.
Check out such songs as "Real
Love (at the end)" or "Small Town
in a World War," just to point you
in the right direction. Chances
are, you won't be able to stop there
anyway, as this is one band so
addicting you crave more before
the first track is even over.
Next up for The Young
Republic,
which
Saporiti
describes as "serendipitously" cre
ated, is a plethora of live shows in
November and December, with
the release of Modem Plays coin

ciding.
•
As for the future of The Young
Repubhc, a 2006 summer tour is
in
the
works,
which
violinist/singer Kristin Weber says
will "be more east coast and
Midwest."
And what about after Berklee?
Saporiti says, "That's probably a
better question to ask when we've
sold more than 200 records... but
I'll get back to you on that one
pretty soon."
For more information on The
Young Republic, or to find out
about upcoming shows, go to
www.theyoungrepublic.net
or
www.myspace.com/theyoungrepublic.

Sheer perfection
Boston's “Sheer Madness" is a smash
Taylor Beckett
Journal Staff
Smart, witty and absolutely
hilarious are the best words to
describe "Shear Madness." This
murder mystery play depicts a
homosexual hair salon owner who
thrives on gossiping, cooking and
complaining.
His assistant, Ms. Barbara
DeMarco, is a fiery redheaded
cookie who gossips it up with
Tony and customer, Mrs. Shubert,
a stereotypical Beacon Hill aristo
cratic woman, with a silver spoon

myspace.com/theyoungrepublic

The Young Republic; Boston Is barely big enough to hold them and their talent.

^^esome Academic Advjsjns

accused and even flirting with the
audience on occasion.
After the murder, the cast "dis
covers" that there is actually an
audience and proceeds to get the
audience involved, all the while
poking ftin at the audience's looks,
ages and whatever the actors can
improv.
The actors re-tell their actions
up to the time of the murder; all
the while the audience is picking
apart their stories, pointing out any
mconsistencies. Before the murder
is revealed, the audience votes on
who they think the killer is.

Because your future is at stake

ADVIfINS TIMI If SONINS!!!!
tl6NUPM0WN)IIYDimAdyiilN6APP0INTMIIUr!n

rtiAiY-neoimNiiNT
mmmmi

■'t.,

^

WHINc

NONMY^OeTOStNSf-THUNtDAY.NOVtMBtltfO
(Adding fsktt plies lO/SMf/f0—You ein tISN UP NOW!!!)

WHIRS: RttRoHnBoarcitoiithed'^noorofRicIgewiY

ft

HOW:

Sign up fon Hmo on the potted tehedulet end thow up

WHO:

The newly ippointed

CONMUNieAflON AOVIfORT'

M.DIBSRILER

MtNINAHtlNTtMUHN
OP.VieKIKARNf
DR.iHOiiiANANAOMONI-SIRm
DksiHietwiacnsRiN

www.sheermadness.com

Boston’s whodunit is the perfect date spot.
in her mouth, and a shopping bag
in her hand.
Other members of the team
include Edward Lawrence, the
eccentric antique dealer, and Nick
Rosetti, the rough and tumble
Boston police officer that does his
best to solve the murder.
This ensemble of characters
concocts a comedy that plays on
current events and other contem
porary stereotypes.
Up until the murder, the audi
ence is engulfed in each of the
characters' personalities. From the
homosexual innuendoes to the
Bostonian references, the cast
keeps the audience fully enter
tained, snapping back when

Another fun thing the production
does is they take whomever the
audience votes to be the killer and
makes them the killer in their next
production.
This way, the murder mystery
is different every night.
This is a great event for a night
on the town with all of your
friends. It is held at The Charles
Play House on Warrenton Street in
the Theater District, and has a full
bar for those 21 and older.
You may buy tickets at the door
or call and book reservations.
“Sheer Madness” puts on eight
performances a week so to book
reservations, or for more informa
tion call 617-426-5225.

WHAT:

Ta faeilHalo the edvIeiiiQ proeeet, please bring the feltewItHi wHh yoti:
• Your Progiom {vahiaHon Belt Campus Cruise^ ete J
• Your ideas for eoutsts to fake next spring
• Your work tehedule A other potential eonfilots

• YOUR RAAIN-OIIBAOY TO THINK hPtANlI
WHY;

To get guaBtyadirlsIng ami aeeurate information
To get eleared to register for classes

THS A*TSAM OJN ARVliORf ARt rHi ONIY PIORU WHO OAN
OUARYOUTORtSItTtR!!!
H you ehoott not to tee an advisor during these advising «met, you do so at your
ovm risk. We wiB NOT have addiriontl office hours after these Hmes, and we have
a national convenflon here in Boston the week after advUIng, to good luck finding
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SIGN UPBYTHISFRIDAYDON’T MISS OUT!
■r,

BUSINESS DINING
ETIQUETTE!

Are you:
■ new to Suffolk?
■ challenged by fitting into a
new environment?
■ wondering how to baiance
the pieces of your new life?
■ interested in meeting
students who are having
simiiar experiences?

m

Then call Kathryn Jackson or
Melissa Morgan at the Counseling
Center (617-573-8226) by October
for more information about the
New Student Group (tentatively
starting October 31^''^ at 4pm) .

Come to a 3 course dinner and learn to
act professionally at a business or
interview meal, with an Etiquette
Consultant.

*Tuesday, Nov 1, 2005*
5:45-8:00 p.m., Donahue Cafeteria
*Sign-up at the HUB or Career Services by
Friday. 10/28,

Seating is iimited. Sign-up now!

For more information for getting your event listed in Dateline
contact the Student Activities Office at (617) 573-8320.
Wednesday,
26th

October Executive Speaker Series- Halloween Bash
Business Opportunities in 7:00-9:00pm
the Inner City
Donahue Cafe

Forum on Forgiveness and "Can the Public and Private
Sectors Work Together to Tuesday, November 1st
Reconciliation in Practice
Affect Change"
10-12:30pm
Collegiate
Investors
Suffolk Law School, Deans 5:45-7:00pm
McDermott
Conference
Room
Suite: Faculty Meeting Room
Association
General
First
Floor
Donahue
Brought to you by Restorative
Meeting

Justice (Sociology Department) Brought to you
Services
Supper Club at the Paulist
Safer Sex Toys
Center

Meet in Donahue 424 at 7:00-8:30pm
150 Tremont St.,
4:45pm
Brought to you by SOULS Auditorium
A GLBT Event
Service Learning Center
Thursday, October 27th
Food
for
Discussion
1:00

by Career 1:00pm
Sawyer 421

Panel Discussion: Legal
Protections for GenderBasement Variant People

5:30-8:00pm
Sargent Hall,
Function Room

Prison Book Project

Meet in Donahue 424 at Thursday,
5:30pm
Thought Brought to you by SOULS 3rd
Service Learning Center

Donahue 403
Brought to you by SOULS Friday, October 28th
Service Learning Center
Hollywood

First

November

Open Office Hours
President Sargent

l-2:30pm
1 Beacon Street
Horror 25th Floor

Floor

-

with
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Friday
Resume Critiques & Pizza Bites for Undergraduates

^^2:00-2:00 pm,CS/CE Office, 20 Ashburton Place

.^International Student Networking Reception
(co-sponsor. Center for International Education)
6:00-8:00 pm, Sargent Hall (Law School), Room 495 F

V

Monday
^Grad Student Program

CAREER WEEK

w

.

Executive Speakers Series:The Newton-Wellesley
Hospital Turnaround
Patrick Jordan (EMBA ‘96), Chief Operating Officer, Newton-Wellesley Hospital
5:45-7:00 pm, Donahue 403

Career Services & Cooperative Education at Suffolk University

NP>^j Qj

Taesdoy
Mondoy

<\NG

M

>5
20^'"

Club & Organization Career Day

AT SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY

Career Options in Business:ApplyingYour
Suffolk Degree in the Real World

Co-op’s 25th Anniversary Celebration

Teresa Coffey-Gordon, BS ’85,VP, Fidelity Investments
Jack McCullough, BS ’87, Business Development Director, Jefferson Wells

Join us for birthday cake, popcorn, career caricatures and more
as we celebrate 25 years of cooperative education at Suffolk!!
11:45 am-l:l5 pm, Donahue & Sawyer Lobbies

Ira Lanik, MBA ’02, Senior Buyer, New Balance
(co-sponsor, SU Business Careers Organization)
1:00-2:15 pm. Location TBA

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

m■

Tuesdayy
"^roshlSoph Career Day

Paralegal Career Options

Participate in FOCUS, a web-based career-assessment resource that can help you
identify your college major and career interests.
. 1:00-2:15 pm. Sawyer 508. Space limited. Call to register.

_ JiVbmen’s Dress for Success with TJXVMarshalls

Careers Making a Difference
Speakers representing the U.S. Peace Corps, Health Corps, and AmeriCorps.
(co-sponsor, SOULS)
1:00-2:15 pm, Munce Conference Room, Archer I 10

The TjX/Marshalls Buying Team will share their expertise on what’s hot what’s not
for professional and casual dress attire. Raffle for four $50 gift certificates included.
1:00-2:00 pm, Donahue 311

Wedaesday
Jday

Grad Student Program
Executive Speakers Series: Making the Case for
Sustainable Business...A Changing Paradigm
Mark Buckley, Vice President, Environmental Affairs, Staples
5:45-7:00 pm, Donahue 403

Business Dining Etiquette
Enjoy a 3-course meal and get advice from Jillian Nelson, Etiquette Consultant, on
how to leave a winning impression at a business meeting or luncheon meeting.
5:45-8:00 pm, Donahue Cafeteria
Advance sign-up required at the HUB or Career Services. Business attire requested.

Wednesday
sday

•

(co-sponsor, SU Paralegal Association)
1:00-2:15 pm, Donahue 218A

Find Your College Major & Career

~

.

Kathy Fish, BS ’92, Paralegal, City of Somerville
.
Naria Kim, BS ’05, Paralegal, Anderson & Kreiger, LLP
Susan Towlson, BS ’02, Paralegal Specialist, Commonwealth of Mass,

^

j^JWbmen for Hire Job Fair (www.womenforhire.com)

O)

Hub Crawl with the Financial Services industry
Participate in site visits, networking opportunities and information sessions with
Citizens Bank, Chubb Group of Insurance Companies, the Federal Reserve Bank
of Boston, Liberty Mutual, Mellon New England, State Street Corporation, and
Sovereign Bank.
(co-sponsor. Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce)
Pre-registration required. Call office for details.

Grad Student Program
Success Strategies for Career Changers
Identify resources and methods for pursuing a new direction in your career,
whether you are switching from finance to marketing or counseling to human
resources, etc. Learn how to market your transferable skills in your resume and
cover letter, use networking to open doors, and how to research and identify
potential employers.
5:45-7:00 pm, 73 Tremont St., 12th floor

50+ employers representing for-profits, non-profits, and government agencies.
10:00 am-2:00 pm, Sheraton Boston Hotel, 29 Dalton St., Boston (Back Bay)

Tharsdoy
lay
TllUrSdOy

J.n,or Career nay

^iS§)

Bling’s Nice But Experience is Better—Getting
Career-Related Experience through Co-ops &
internships
1:00-2:15 pm. Sawyer 321

^Senior Career Day
Insiders’ Perspectives: Capitalizing on Staffing/
Employment Agencies
, Representatives from John Leonard and Randstad will unravel the mystery sur
rounding staffing agencies and two Suffolk employees will describe their experiences.
1:00-2:15 pm, Donahue 403

.

You’ve Got Opportunities!
Career Options for Liberal Arts Graduates
Don’t know what you can do with your Philosophy degree? Or your English,
Humanities, or History degree? Liberal Arts alumni offer their perspective on
the routes to career success in a wide range of fields.
Michael Mirabile, BA ’95, HR Associate, Winchester Hospital
Allison Stendardi, BA ’05, Editorial Associate, Pearson Addison-Wesley Publishing
Kerri Quintal, BA ’93, Attorney, private practice
1:00-2:15 pm, Munce Conference Room, Archer 110
(co-sponsors, English, History, Humanities, and Philosophy Departments)

Careers in Chemistry and Biology
(co-sponsor, American Chemical Society, SU chapter)
1:00-2:15 pm. Archer 349

Grad Student Program

Hub Crawl with the Financial Services industry

Resume Critiques for Grad Students

(reference I 1/9 program)

2:30-4:30 pm. Grad Student Lounge, Sawyer

Career Week is designed to heighten student awareness of career issues and the resources of Career Services & Cooperative Education.

careers@suffolk.edu • 617-573-8480 • www.careers.suffolk.edu
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Men’s soccer falls to WNEC 2-1; Plumer hurt
Nicholas Chrisovalanti Papadopoulos_________
Journal Staff

The Suffolk men's soccer team’w win
ning streak came to end when they were
defeated by Western New England College
(WNEC) by a score of 1-2 at the Rams' tem
porary home at Filepello Field in Watertown
last Thursday.
The game was mired by bad calls by offi
cials throughout the first half due to the
absence of a referee imtil around the 30th
minute. Until then, the game was refereed
by the two linesmen at opposite ends of the
field.
Suffolk began the game with speed and
conviction, enjoying most of the possession
during the first half At the 13th minute
Suffolk's Marco D'Andrea showed skill get
ting away from his man and sending a good
low cross to striker Justin Bevis who shot
the ball across the WNEC goalkeeper and
finding the back of the net.
Captain Babacar Ndour showed some
great defending with perfectly timed tackles

and well delivered passes in the first half
However WNEC wasn't down and out.
At the 27th minute, WNEC equalized
with a controversial goal. Suffolk's Clayton
Plumer was tackled by a WNEC midfielder
outside the Suffolk's 18 yard box. Plumer
went down in pain after receiving a blow to
his leg by the studs of a WNEC midfielder.
Both teams stopped play even though the
linesman (Referee still absent) didn't signal
to stop play. A WNEC player, Tim Larocca
realized this and passes the ball to forward
to Dan Hare who put the ball easily past
Suffolk's unprepared goalie, Scott Panzano.
Pliuner was helped off the field and didn't
play for the rest of the game. No foul was
awarded to Suffolk and the goal was allowed
for WNEC.
Medical personnel later found that
Plumefs leg was broken by the bad chal
lenge.
The rest of the first half continued with
some hard tackling and fast play demon
strated by both sides. Around the 40th
minute of play Suffolk's forward D'Andrea
was taken down when a WNEC player fell

on him in the midfield.
When the WNEC player was picking
himself up he appeared to have punched
D'Andrea in the back of the head, however
this inscident was overlooked by the referee.
(By this time third referee had arrived.) It
was the same WNEC player that committed
both unsportsmanlike fouls.
Suffolk coach Nick Papadopoulos said in
regards to the poor calls made during the
game, "The referees in this conference are
terrible."
The last play of the first half was a free
kick awarded to Suffolk right outside
WNEC's 18 yard box. D'Andrea shot the
ball low and past the wall but the WNEC
keeper Was able to stop the ball at the far
post.
Coach Papadopoulos said, "We out
played them (WNEC) in the first half and
then they had to resort to poor play in order
to beat us. That player should have been
given a red card and thrown out of the
game."
The second half started slowly for
Suffolk and the team was never able to gain

the same momentum they had earlier. Most
of the team sat back and defended against
attacks by WNEC, while earning foiu yel
low cards in total.
Suffolk had several opportunities but
failed to capitalize on them. The team had
lost focus and found themselves clearing the
ball continuously into the WNEC half.
At the 83rd minute, quick one touch
passes between Tim Regan and Brian Dill of
WNEC sent striker Mike Schnepp through
the Suffolk defense and the ball into the
back-of the net making the score 1-2.
Suffolk's goalkeeper, Scott Panzano
showed great skill throughout the game pro
viding Suffolk with some spectacular saves.
Suffolk beat Southern Vermont College
3-2 last Saturday and plays Johnson and
Wales on Wednesday in Rhode Island,
which is the last game of the regular season.
WNEC is at the top of the conference
being undefeated with a 7-0 record in the
GNAC (Greater Northeast Athletic
Conference) and 15-1 overall record.
Suffolk's current record is 5-3 in the GNAC
and 6-4-1 overall record.

Volleyball locks up
GNAC playoff spot
Garrett M. Quinn
Journal Staff
With three consecutive wins over GNAC foes
Pine Manor, Simmons College and Daniel
Webster the Suffolk Lady Rams are riding high
as they prepare for their final two matches of the
season: a tri-match against their "cross-common"
rivals Emerson College and fellow GNAC foe
Rivier College.
In the last regular season home match for
Suffolk seniors Kate Hemlin and Jill Clark,
Suffolk rolled to an easy 3-0 victory against an
overwhelmed Pine Manor squad.
With the exception of being tied 5-5 during
the second game Suffolk never fell behind during
all three games. The Rams were aided by a stel
lar performance from Noel Moran who sealed
Pine Manor's fate with 9 point run in the third
match. Six of those nine points came from
Moran aees. .
Pine Manor lost the final game 30-9.
On Saturday Suffolk defeated Daniel Webster
and host Simmons College in their second-to-last
tri-match of the regular season, both by scores of
3-1. With Daniel Webster facing elimination in

game four of the series they manage to tally from
a seven point deficit to tie it up at 22-all.
Eventually DWC went on to lead 28-26, but
Kristen Conrad lead the team on a 4-0 run with
two aces to close it out.
After losing the first game 30-21, Suffolk
rolled over Simmons wiiming the next three
games. With the three match sweep Suffolk
improved its GNAC record to 7-2 and its overall
record to 10-14.
.
Suffolk now stands alone at fourth place in
the GNAC conference. Their opponents for this
weekend have winning records, too. Rivier is tied
for first in the conference with a record of 8-1.
Emerson is 6-3 in the GNAC and currently
ranked fifth.
All three teams are a lock for a spot in the
GNAC tournament however, their seeding in the
tournaments are anything but safe. With at least
two matches left for every team it is likely that
there will be some movement in the standings.
For more on the Lady Rams playoff scenarios see
the graphic provided.
Information provided by the Suffolk Sports
Information department was used in this article.

Suffolk playoff scenarios
The Lady Rams are not in control of
their own destiny. They need a little help
from the Volleyball Gods above if they want
to secure first place in the GNAC and home
court advantage throughout the playoffs.

IF THEY...
WIN BOTH MATCHES
This is the only way Suffolk can
guarantee they have a shot at first place.
It will leave them with a record of 9-2 in
the GNAC. J&W, Emmanuel and Rivier

have to lose at least one game a piece. If
this happens Suffolk will at the very
least tie for first place.

SPLIT
- Suffolk will end the season with a
record of 8-3. And most likely finish
tied for third place or stay put at fourth.

LOSE BOTH MATCHES

-

Suffolk will finish 7-4 and potential
ly fall as far as sixth place but no further.
-

Photo Courtesy of Eric Piazza

Sophomore Kristen Conrad serves during Suffolk’s 3-0 win over Pine
Manor. The Rams have qualified for the GNAC playoffs

Sports in brief...
Women's Tennis - After advancing to the GNAC semifinals with a victory over
Johnson & Wales, Suffolk was bounced from the tournament with a loss to top
ranked Simmons College, 2-6. With the exception of Jen Nelson's singles win
Suffolk lost all of their singles matches and won the only doubles match. Suffolk fin
ishes the year with a record of 7-5 overall.
Men's Basketball - Senior forward PJ Thompson and junior guard John
Murphy were named captains of the 2005-2006 basketball team last week.
Thompson a native of Braintree, has been in this position before. He once was the
captain of the Braintree High School squad during his senior year there.

